BloxOne® Threat Defense Delivers 243% ROI

Infoblox commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) study and examine the potential return on investment (ROI) enterprises may realize by deploying BloxOne Threat Defense. This infographic highlights the findings of the TEI study.

Key Statistics

ROI: 243%  
Payback: < 6 months

BloxOne Threat Defense can provide a return on investment of 243% over three years, while paying for itself in less than 6 months.

Quantified Benefits

34%  
Reduction in Security Operations Effort

$457K  
Savings realized by reducing risk of material breach

1897 HOURS / YEAR  
Avoidance of productivity losses

47%  
Reduction in security related endpoint downtime

Additional Benefits

• Decreased load on existing security tools
• Improved endpoint performance by being agentless
• Additional protectional layer to reduce likelihood of a material breach even with a comprehensive security stack already in place

Customer Quotes

“We’ve been running BloxOne for quite some time. When we did our validation through continuous attack simulations, the catch rate on the domains was high — above 70%, which is pretty impressive. Adding Infoblox roughly doubled how much we were blocking.”
- Director of SecOps, insurance

“The problem that we had was with the lack of visibility. Infoblox gave us that discoverability on what was going in and out of the network. In fact, we had very little idea where the networks sat and trying to pinpoint things was an all-manual process trying to figure it out.”
- Network engineer, life sciences

“Our objective with Infoblox was about making sure that the network is resilient, making sure that we have very good visibility at all times so we can quickly diagnose and triage issues and be scalable. As we have growing environments and increasingly complex networks, their solution supports all our efforts to make growth of the business easier.”
- Director of security operations, insurance

BloxOne Threat Defense is a DNS-based security tool that covers security blind spots left behind by next-generation firewalls and endpoint detection and response tools, while protecting the enterprise network and those working remotely regardless of device or location. BloxOne finds anomalies earlier in the threat life cycle and empowers organizations to detect and remediate with higher efficacy using automation and security orchestration and response while requiring fewer people resources.

Get the full Forrester TEI study for BloxOne Threat Defense
Download Now